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Route: No. 80  Card Lake
Type: Lake
Rating: Easy
Length: 6.45 kilometers (4.0 miles)  several hours
Portages: None
Main bodies of water:  Card Lake

Start:  at the picnic park 22.5 kilometers north of Chester on highway No. 14
Intermediate access:  in Dam Bay
Finish:  return to starting point

This  is  an  easy  trip;  good  for  a 
relaxing paddle on a lazy day.  It is 6.45 
kilometers in length with Ace Hill Island 
in the middle to break the fetch of the 
wind.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 9
21A / 16
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Route: No. 81  Middle River
Type: River
Rating: Intermediate – some cl III
Length: 7.74 kilometers (4.8 miles)  2 hours
Portages: some lining
Main bodies of water:  Middle River
Start:  bridge over Middle River, approximately one kilometer east of Chester Grant on

Highway No. 12.
Alternate start: Hyson Lake
Finish:  Hennigar Lake – though the river continues on to Chester Basin with lots of still waters.
Intermediate access:  Highway No. 103
Finish:  bridge on Highway No. 3

This is a short route that needs high water 
levels.  There is an elevation drop of almost 20 
meters in the 1500 meter stretch just above 
Marriotts Meadows which contain some heavy 
water. 
Approach:
From  Hwy. 103 take the # 12 towards New 
Ross.About 6 k on the right is Hennigar Lake.  
Continue on about 4 k and Hyson Lake will be on the 
right.  Park on the #12 and walk down to the lake. 
One take out is on the #12 at Hennigar Lake at a dirt 
road

Route Description:
Paddle NNE towards the Hyson lake outlet. The river 
starts off with a few class 1 riffles.  
At about the halfway point, the river narrows up into 
a canyon. Take the river left route around the island.  
There are some rocks on the left at the bottom. From 
this rapid to Hennigar Lake the river drops 10 meters 
per kilometer and gets steep in the last kilometer.  
Scouting is possible from river left, but the area is 
strewn with boulders.  Head south on Hennigar Lake 
to the first take-out. The river continues as a number 
of stillwaters, to Chester Basin.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 9
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Route: No. 82  LaHave River
Type: River
Rating: Intermediate plus whitewater experience
Length: 30.97 kilometers (19.2 miles)  1 day
Portages: 3, one compulsory and two optional, with some short lifts.
Main bodies of water:  LaHave River and Wentzells Lake

Start:  at New Germany Lake, New Germany
Intermediate access:  at many locations between New Germany and Bridgewater, along Route No. 
10
Finish:  Bridgewater, Lunenburg County

This is the route of the LaHave River Fast Water Canoe Race.  It provides excellent paddling in 
the spring and at other times when there is sufficient water.

The river runs parallel to the No. 10 Highway with bridge crossing at more than six locations 
between New Germany Lake and Bridgewater.

Caution areas include three small dams, Morgan Falls, Wentzell Falls, Keddy Falls, Darrs Falls, 
Frideaux Falls and Cooks Falls.  The two optional portages are at areas of heavy whitewater.

Cooks Falls starts at a small picnic park and ends in a steep sided canyon. There is a steep portage on 
river right beginning at the park. The rapid consists of several riverwide ledges. If you plan to try 
running consider running centre to extreme river right. An alternate route for kayakers runs centre 
left to a boof extreme left at the bottom. Below the canyon, there are several smaller ledges and then 
the river widens
Take out at Cooks Falls, or continue downriver for 1 km just past the old rail trestle near downtown 
Bridgewater.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 10E
21A / 7E

Paddle Lunenburg Queens 
Bridgewater Parks and Recreation Department
P.O. Box 99, Bridgewater, NS  B4V 2X6
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Route: No. 83  Sherbrooke Lake
Type: Lake and River
Rating: Intermediate
Length: 23.22 kilometers (14.4 miles)  1 day
Portages:  Indian Falls
Main bodies of water:  Sherbrooke lake, North Branch LaHave River, and Indian Lake

Start:  at the United Church camp near Sherbrooke River on the north end of Sherbrooke Lake.
Intermediate access:  at a sawmill in Kill Dog Cove and the bridge on the North Branch

LaHave River near Texas Lake
Finish:  at the bridge on the river at the south end of Indian Lake. Whitewater paddlers can continue 
from Indian Lake to Pinehurst – about 3 hrs

Sherbrooke Lake is 14.2 kilometers from the starting point to Peter Veinot Cove at the opposite 
end, but the exit to North Branch LaHave River is located near Loon Island at 10.32 kilometers.

A few lifts may be necessary above Texas Lake and at a sawmill by the bridge below the lake. 
There is a dam about 200 meters above Indian Falls and from the falls to Indian Lake it is relatively 
easy going.  It is 2.58 kilometers across the lake to the take out point.

The lower section of the North Branch LaHave River from Indian Lake to the bridge at Pinehurst 
is an exciting and challenging whitewater section at the limit for canoeing. It can be run in several 
hours. It features longer stretches of fast moving, shallow RII interrupted by several short drops. All 
can be walked around. The second half of the river is less difficult than the top; however, just before 
the take out at Pinehurst, there is a longer RIII/IV rapid called the Black Rattle. It is typically run by 
starting on the far right over the first ledge, then ferrying quickly to the far left. There is a difficult 
walk around on river left. 

As with most NS rivers water levels in this river drop quickly but will also rise quickly 24-36 hr 
after significant rain in the spring and fall.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 10E
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LaHave River MAP
LaHave River No.82 
Sherbrooke Lake No.83
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Route: No. 84  Ponhook – Molega
Type: Lake System
Rating: Advanced – Difficult
Portages: 35
Main bodies of water: Ponhook Lake, Molega Lake, Pleasant River, Medway River,

Wildcat River, and six other lakes
Start:  This route has four different sites designated as starting locations.
Intermediate access:  access roads under construction in developed areas.
Finish:  at a boat ramp on the Medway River, approximately one kilometer above Greenfield.

This system is difficult to describe as a single route.  The four starting locations, which actually 
make it four different routes, complicate the description; so to avoid confusion at this point it is 
covered here in generalities.

The entire system is located east of highway no. 8 in Queens County and is covered in detail on 
the Canoe Waterways of N.S., Map No. 7.  The launch site and take out location which you select 
will determine the total distance and the number of portages involved.  All the rivers have section of 
fast rapids and the lakes are open to extreme wind exposure.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A /  7

Canoe Waterways of Nova Scotia Ref: 7
Paddle Lunenburg-Queens County
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Route: No. 85  Medway River
Type: River
Rating: Intermediate – Advanced; whitewater
Length: 26 kilometers -1 day
Portages: A number of short carries around rapids.
Main bodies of water:  Medway River
Start: Riverside  Lodge,  below  Greenfield  Falls.  Park  on  the  main  road  after  dropping  off 
equipment; alternate at Bangs Falls, 3.2 kilometers south of Greenfield in Queens County.
Intermediate access:  River  runs parallel  to  the road most  of the time.  Bear  Falls,  Buggy Hole; 
Glode Falls
Finish: At Mill Village on route 3 in Queens County.

The Medway is considered by many to be the best white 
water  river  in  the  province.  It  could  be  considered  as  an 
extension  of  the  Ponhook  –  Molega  system.  Enough  time 
should be allowed for viewing each set of rapids as there are 
several which should be scouted. It is at the limit for paddling, 
and  there  are  no  portages,  although  all  of  the  rapids  are 
relatively easy to walk or line around. Water levels drop more 
slowly than many rivers in the province. The best levels occur 
from March to May, and October through the winter.

The  section  from  Riverside  Lodge  to  Bangs  Falls  includes 
several weirs and ledges, as well as 2 class 2-3 rapids. Bangs 
Falls is preceded by a low river wide ledge.

Below Bangs Falls there are a series of class 2 ledges, then a 
short section of slow moving water before class 3 Bear Falls. A 
short portage is on river right. There is an exciting chute on 
river right.

Below Bear Falls expect several  class 2 ledges and standing 
wave before arriving at class 3 Buggy Hole rapid. This rapid is 
a tight S bend to the left, then the right over 2 ledges. There is a 
hole midway down on river right, followed by a ledge and a 
series of large standing waves. Try to stay in the centre. This 
run is about 3-4 hr. Just beyond is a secondary takeout next to a 
cabin.

The river widens and is shallower from this point. There are 
several  rocky rapids,  before  reaching  Glode  Falls  –  a  short 
class 3 technical rapid with several ledges. Below this expect 1 
or 2 short drops, but the river is wider, deeper and much slower 
moving.
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Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No.    21A / 2
                 Paddle Lunenburg Queens County
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Route: No. 86  Lake Rossignol
Type: Lake
Rating: Advanced – Difficult (high winds and waves)
Length: Depends on launch site and take out location.
Portages: Yes
Main bodies of water:  Lake Rossignol

Start:
Intermediate access:  Limited
Finish:

Lake Rossignol, like the Ponhook-Molega system, is currently covered only by generalities.  It is 
the largest fresh water lake in the province and probably the most dangerous to paddle on.

Originally this area was composed of a number of smaller lakes, until the  major outlets were 
dammed and the surrounding land flooded, forming the huge Rossignol flowage.

Some of the hazards which one faces on this route are extreme wind exposure, stumps and rocks 
in the flowage area, and fog.  A high degree of skill  in navigation is essential  if  attempting the 
Rossignol system.

A local guide is highly recommended.

The Canoe Waterways of Nova Scotia map is printed with a blue tint which shows the original 
lake system before it was flooded.

This route is not recommended for easy or pleasurable paddling, but is more of a middle ground 
which must be traversed on extended trips originating in Kejimkujik. Lake Rossignol is part of the 
Mersey and Shelburne River systems, and an access point for the Christopher Lakes route.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A/2, 21A/3, 21A/6
and 21A/7

Canoe Waterways of Nova Scotia Ref: 15 A-B
Christopher Lakes

Paddle Lunenburg – Queens County
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Route: No. 87  Mersey River
Type: River
Rating: Intermediate
Length: 29.03 kilometers (18.0 miles)
Portages: Yes
Main bodies of water:  Mersey River
Start: at Upper or Lower Lake Falls near the Ponhook Indian Reserve

on the Mersey River
Intermediate access:  at Big Falls, The Guzzle, Potanook and Milton
Finish:  at Milton or Liverpool

The  actual  Mersey  system 
starts  well  north  of  Kejimkujik 
in Annapolis County, and works 
its  way  south  through  the 
National Park and the Rossignol 
Flowage before running its final 
30 kilometers to its termination 
point  in  Liverpool  Bay  in 
Queens  County.   This 
description  covers  only  the 
portion  of  the  Mersey  system 
lying  south  of  the  Rossignol 
Flowage  waters.   The 
experienced  paddler  can 
combine Routes No. 68, 86 and 
87 for planning an extended trip.

A  number  of  portages  are 
encountered when paddling this 
section  of  the river.   There  are 
several  stretches  of  rapids,  but 
the major  carries will  be at  the 
dams, and there are a number of 
them on the Mersey.  Knowledge of their locations should be obtained beforehand since they can be 
very dangerous.

Tidal waters will be encountered if paddling all the way to Liverpool.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 2
Paddle Lunenburg – Queens County
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Route:  No. 88  Tobeatic
Type: Lake 
Rating: Advanced –Difficult
Length: Varies (there are a number of options in Tobeatic)
Portages: Yes (some difficult and not marked)

Start: several locations on the western shore of the province
Intermediate access:  limited
Finish: depends upon destination

This system, properly called the Tobeatic Wildlife Management Area, is a remote wilderness 
offering a variety of excellent paddling adventures.

It is a large complex system and would take many pages to describe in detail.  The Tobeatic is 
located southwest of Kejimkujik National Park (route No. 68) and covers parts of five different 
counties.

Some of the portages are difficult and hard to find, and access in this area is extremely limited.

The major land owners of the Tobeatic are the Province of Nova Scotia and the Bowater Mersey 
Paper Company Limited.  No permits are required, but travelers are expected to practice ‘No Trace’ 
camping, and respect privately owned camps.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 5E
21A / 6W
21A / 4E
21A / 3

Paddling The Tobeatic
also: Tobeatic Widerness Area Map – Nova Scotia Department of Environment and Labour
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Route: No. 89  Carleton River
Type: Lake and River
Rating: 56.8 kilometers (35.2 miles)  3 to 4 days
Portages: Yes
Main bodies of water: Wentworth River, Wentworth Lake, Privilege Lake, Carleton River,

Parr Lake, Ogden Lake, Rounding Lake, Lake Fanning, Carleton Lake
and Lake Vaughan

Start: On the Wentworth River 5 kilometers north of Wentworth Lake in Digby County.
Intermediate access:  Bridge on route 340, Carleton, Carleton Lake and Reynard Bridge.
Finish: At the bridge at Gavelton in Yarmouth County.

This trip begins at a small bridge on the Wentworth River approximately 5 kilometers north of 
Wentworth Lake (see route No. 75).

The first difficulty one might encounter would be locating the exit out of Wentworth Lake.  It is 
at  the  bottom southeast  corner  and leads  into  Little  Wentworth  Lake  and Privilege  Lake.   The 
Carleton River from Privilege Lake to Parr Lake will be rocky and shallow during dry periods.

There are runs between all the lakes from this point to the end of the route.  These runs must be 
examined before attempting.

Portaging around The Gulch above Lake Fanning is recommended.  There is a path on the west 
side of the river.

From Lake Fanning to Carleton Lake paddling is difficult with some heavy white water and a 
dam just before reaching the lake.  From Carleton Lake to the take out point at Gavelton it is fairly 
easy going.  There will be a short carry around the new dam at the end of Carleton Lake and then a 
short run into Lake Vaughan.

Excellent campsites are located on Privilege Lake, Little Island and at The Gulch.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 4
and 20P / 13
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Route: No. 90  Tusket River
Type: River and Lake
Rating: Advanced 
Length: 38.7 kilometers (25 miles)  2 to 3 days
Portages: Short carries around rough sections.
Main bodies of water: Pearl Lake, Tusket River, Third Lake, Gillfillan Lake, Wilsons Lake,

Bennetts Lake, Kings Lake and Gavels Lake
Start: At the bridge in Kemptville in Yarmouth County.
Intermediate access:  At Quinan and just before Bennetts Lake.
Finish: Bridge at the end of Gavels Lake in Gavelton.

This route has an advanced rating because of its white water content.  It starts at the bridge in 
Kemptville and crosses Pearl Lake to the Tusket River.  This portion of the river to Third Lake is a 
series of rapids with some extremely difficult sections that should be portaged.

After crossing Third Lake and Gillfillan Lake you will joint the Tusket River again.

Several runs will be encountered before reaching Quinan and then the next area that requires 
attention will be at Gridiron Falls.  From Gridiron Falls to Wilsons Lake the river flows swiftly but 
there are no serious runs.  Stay to the west of the large islands.

Proceed west across Wilsons Lake to the runs through to Bennetts Lake.  There is a long series 
of runs between Bennetts  Lake and Kings Lake and then easy paddling to the take out point at 
Gavelton.  This is the same finishing location as the Carleton River (route No. 89).

Suitable  campsites  on  the  Tusket  River,  Wilsons  Lake,  Bennetts  Lake  and  Kings  Lake  are 
located on private land.

Extra caution is required at Seven Branches, Hemlock Run, Moodys Falls and Gridiron Falls.

** The main bodies of water are listed in sequence and should be corrected on your map if using the 
First Edition National Topographic Series 1:50,000 map.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 4
and 20P / 13

Paddling the Tobeatic
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Carleton River – No. 89 Map  
Tusket River – No.90
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Route: No. 91  Barrington River
Type: River and Lake
Rating: Advanced
Length: 32 kilometers (19.8 miles)  2 days
Portages:  Three or four short carries
Main bodies of water: Little Bay, Great Pubnico Lake, Barrington River and Barrington Lake.
Start: on the west shore of Little Bay in Yarmouth County.
Intermediate access:  limited (trails)
Finish:  Scotts Pond, before the dam or Bridge on No. 3 highway at Barrington

Headnear old mill in Shelburne County.

The first  9  kilometers  of this  route  are  on 
Great Pubnico Lake.  The lake is full of small 
islands  and  is  very  shallow.   It  can  be  a 
nightmare in a strong wind.

After leaving Great Pubnico Lake there is a 
short section of rough water that may have to be 
portaged.   The  other  short  carries  are  located 
approximately  2  kilometers  before  Barrington 
Lake and just after leaving it.

Barrington  Lake  is  2.5  kilometers  and 
should  not  cause  any  problems.  There  are  a 
number  of  short,  rocky  runs  as  you  proceed 
downriver that are passable depending on water 
levels. Most have established portages.

The take out point is at the bridge on the No. 
3 highway in Shelburne County.

There  are  suitable  campsites  along  route. 
Most of the land is provincial crown land.

A  shorter  day  trip  begins  at  Clements  Pond, 
before  Barrington.  At  the  end  of  the  lake  a 
rough  trail  follows  a  brook  and  series  of 
stillwaters  to  Barrington  Lake.  Expect  some 
short haulovers. From here, follow the river to 
Barrington  Head.  This  is  the  location  of  a 
popular annual ‘poker run’.

Detailed information:
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National Topographic Series
Map. No. 20P/12
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Route: No. 92  Clyde River
Type: River
Rating: Intermediate
Length: 66 kilometers (40.9 miles)  3-4 days
Portages: several short carries
Main bodies of water: Black Lake, Russia Lake, Augar Lake, Long Lake, Barclay Lake,

and the Clyde River.

Start: at Black Lake in Shelburne County.
Intermediate access:  small bridges at 21 and 29 kilometers from the starting point.
Finish: at the bridge on the No. 3 highway at Clyde River or the beach, 5 kilometers

south of Clyde River in Shelburne County.

One of the more difficult aspects of this route will be the location of the starting point.  Begin at 
003/780 on Black Lake in Shelburne County on the N.T.S. map 21A  / 3W.

The first 7 kilometers will take you through the 5 small lakes to the Clyde River.  This first 
section also criss-crosses back and forth over the corners of 4 different map sheets.

The Clyde River is a fairly easy river flowing from north to south through the western end of 
Shelburne County.   Most of the route passes through a belt of privately owned land.  There are 
suitable campsites all along the river but permission from the owners will be necessary.

There is a set of falls approximately 21 kilometers from the starting point.  

Check water levels before starting.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 3
21A / 4
20P / 11
20P / 12
20P / 13
20P / 14
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Route: No. 93  Jordan Falls
Type: River
Rating: Advanced
Length: 55.0 kilometers (34.1 miles)  3 to 4 days
Portages: a long wet portage from Silvery to Spectacle Lake and several other short carries
Main bodies of water: Silvery Lake, Spectacle Lake, West Branch Jordan River, Upper Branch

Lake, Lower Branch Lake, the Jordan River and Lake John

Start: at Silvery Lake, Shelburne County
Intermediate 
access: limited – there is a fire road below Spectacle Lake.  If this is used as a starting location, it 

shortens the trip by about four kilometers and eliminates the long wet portage.
Finish: at highway No. 103 at Jordan Falls, Shelburne County

Check water levels before starting since this trip cannot be done when the water is low.

There are good campsites at both ends of Lake John.  The northwest end of the lake is on crown 
land.

The first part of this route is on the border of the Tobeatic Wildlife Management Area.

There is a set of falls approximately 42 kilometers from the starting point.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 3
21P / 14

Paddling The Tobeatic
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Route No. 94  Roseway River
Type: River
Rating: Advanced
Length: 44 kilometers (27.28 miles)  2 days
Portages: Some short carries – will depend on water levels.
Main bodies of water: Crain Lake, DeMoliter Lake, McGill Lake, Whetstone Lake, Roseway River, 

Back  Lake,  Phillip  Lake,  Jones  Lake  (McKay  Lakes  if  taking  the  west 
branch) and Deception Lake on the east branch.

Start: Crain Lake in Yarmouth County
Intermediate access:  The road crosses the river at several locations.
Finish: At the bridge in Lower Ohio in Shelburne County.

The first part of this route from Crain Lake to the county line is fairly easy; it is followed by 
some rough sections (including Upset Falls) until you are about one kilometer north of Scotland 
Creek.  Several carries will be necessary in this section.

From Scotland Creek to the south end of Jones Lake is a quiet and enjoyable paddle.  There is a 
rough section coming out of Jones Lake and a couple of short carries may be required.

The river splits into its’ east and west branches approximately 4 kilometers south of Jones Lake. 
On the East Branch the wind can cause problems on Deception Lake, and there are rapids and falls 
to watch for on the West Branch.

The two branches join together about one kilometer north of the take out point at Lower Ohio.

It is possible to continue down river to Shelburne, but there are some extremely complicated 
sections on the lower end.

Water levels must be reasonably high for most of this trip.

Detailed information:  National Topographic Series Map No. 21A / 3
20P / 14

Canoe Waterways of Nova Scotia Map No 2,3
Paddling The Tobeatic
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